
SUMMARY OF PARISH PASTORAL COUNCIL MEETING 

TUESDAY, 7TH. SEPTEMBER 2021 

Our opening prayer was led by Bhushan and involved reflection upon St Joseph, since Father’s Day had 

just passed. This provided an opportunity for not only an appreciation of the Fatherly traits 

demonstrated by St Joseph, but also his undying faith and trust in God regardless of the situation or 

circumstance. Following this, the representative from the School Advisory Council provided an update 

from their most recent meeting about the establishment of a community choir, as well as other news. 

We then had a discussion surrounding chapter 3 of Chris Lowney’s book titled Everyone Leads led by Fr 

Steve. This chapter, in particular, provided insight on how we as Catholics are all role models and 

therefore, by extension leaders. Since we are all leaders, we also have a role in leading the church 

forward and also in decisions that effect this goal. This sparked a conversation surrounding how we can 

effect change and lead in the best possible direction as a community. Then, we focused our attention on 

the strategic plan which was led by Nick Scully. Upon everyone agreeing that the strategic plan 

document is ready for distribution to the parish community, we have now moved our attention to the 

best means of distribution which will be decided upon by sub-committee led by Nick. Finally, we looked 

at a letter by Rev David Cartwright which highlighted some of his concerns regarding the Diocesan Plan 

for restructuring Melbourne parishes into various mission as well as a set of slides from a presentation 

by the organisation Location IQ which looked at the different dynamics of communities across 

Melbourne. It also highlighted some goals for each region within Melbourne regarding the number of 

attendees at mass and number of contributors to the community amongst other things. 


